UMASS AMHERST

Campus Communicators Network
Meeting Agenda

October 24, 2006, 2-4 pm
WEB Du Bois Library / Learning Commons (Lower Level, Northwest Corner)

1:45 -2:00  Gathering/Refreshments

2:00  Welcome & Introduction of Host, Emily Silverman
      Nina Sosse / Emily Silverman

2:20  Campaign Update & Campus Publications Calendar
      Lisa Perlinder

2:20  OIT Survey Introduction
      Kerry Shaw / Andrew Vernon

      OIT All-Campus Mail Introduction
      Andrew Vernon

2:35  New UMass Amherst Web Site
      Nina Sosse / Christopher Walsh

2:50  Commencement 2007 Preview
      Gloria Fox

3:05  Student Disturbances in Neighborhoods
      Martha Nelson Patrick

3:20  FAC Partnering with Amherst and Northampton Chambers of Commerce
      Shawn Farley

3:35  Brown Bag and Interest Group Planning
      Karen Hayes

3:50  Wrap Up and Planning for Next Meeting:
      Tuesday, February 6, 2007  2-4 pm

4:00  Optional: Tour the Learning Commons with Emily Silverman